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Dedication:

9Apr40: Norge angrepet! is dedicated to ...
A. the people of Norway, who suffered, endured, and fought so bravely as our allies in World War 2; who are among our best and most steadfast friends and allies in the world now; and who have allowed me to live in Norway to be father to my little Norwegian-Americans,
B. Norway's army, navy, merchant marine, air force, and resistance servicemembers who, after the initial shock of Nazi invasion, served and fought so hard, intelligently, and effectively alongside our other Allied servicepeople,
C. my long-suffering friends, the members of our Ares games club here in Oslo, and
D. my children Rebecca, Robert, Rohan, and Johanna in the hope they and all our children never have to suffer and die in another world war..

... along with my personal thanks to Unni Berge and the historians of the excellent Norwegian Armed Forces Museum in Akershus Festning/Fortress and to Lørenskog and Skedsmo libraries'/bibliotekers librarians, as well to wargamers and historians Fred Forde, Jack Greene (designer of the game Norway 1940, which is being revised and republished), and Eivind Vetlesen and Yngve Bækholt (the Norwegian designers of the excellent Kampen om Norge game, which has historical events/factors - and individual warship - cards to enliven play), for their advice and historical research assistance.

The more we learn about the Second World War, the better our chances that it will be the LAST world war. (LRC)  

Historical Commentary:

As the child of a World War 2/II U.S. Army Air Force veteran who served in China-Burma-India, I and others of my generation well know the emotional as well as historical significance of December 7, 1941.  (I can remember ... in Denkmann Elementary School *kindergarten* ... Bruce, a younger classmate, getting up and bravely singing the wartime song "Remember Pearl Harbor!"for us.)  For young Americans now, that is just another important date in their history books.

However, for Norwegians of all ages, the shock and fear and humiliation and rage of April 9, 1940 is still remembered, in classrooms as well as otherwise.  For on that day, Adolf Hitler unleashed Nazi German's army, navy, and air force to surprise-attack - invade - and then firmly occupy for 5 years the previously strictly neutral Scandinavian countries Denmark and Norway.

Sweden was not strong enough alone to help its Scandinavian neighbors and not only could not help them, but bowed to allowing supplies to be shipped through it to otherwise isolated German mountain troops north in Narvik - something most every Norwegian still remembers.  However, in research for a history graduate paper I did about the Scandinavian countries' defense policies prior to the war, I discovered that Sweden had proposed a Scandinavian defense alliance to its cousins, but Norway and Denmark declined and instead trusted in the policy of strict neutrality which had kept them out of World War 1/I.  And rather more naively, they trusted in both Adolf Hitler and the British to respect that.

Norway was strategically vital, not only because iron ore mined in Sweden was shipped through Narvik:  its long, inletted coast offered innumerable bases from which German u-boats and surface warships could sortie into the North Atlantic to attack Britain's convoy lifeline and later our Murmansk Run Arctic convoy lifeline to the Russians.  And as importantly, Norway as an Allied airbase could threaten attacks from an entirely different direction: the nearer north.

The Norwegian government of that time was in denial about Norway's - Norwegians' - peril.  Although there was some awakening realism and military preparation - the new Sleipner class of coastal destroyers, the purchase of then still unready Curtiss Hawk 75 fighters from America, and a nationwide army organization and mobilization plan - Norway's political and military leaders thought, in World War 1 time mode, like the French, that they would have time to mobilize.  Unfortunately, the Nazi Germans had innovated something called Blitzkrieg - lightning warfare - and it included sudden, surprise invasion via an additional, entirely new dimension:  appropriately, the air.  The Germans' 9Apr40 surprise invasion of Denmark and Norway was essentially instantaneous.

The recent Norwegian feature film Kongen Nei! portrays Norway's shocked parliament and royal family led by King Håkon [Haakon, hoe-kn] coming to grips with the reality of invasion and the anguishing decision to resist and go to war.  (Denmark being flat and indefensible, Håkon's brother King Christian had surrendered Denmark immediately, unfortunately giving the Nazis its strategic northern airfield Aalborg, a key base for supporting the aerial component of the invasion of Norway.)  

Crown Prince Olaf was ready to fight, but one of the clearest, most decisive minds in Norway was that of his remarkable wife, Princess Martha, who immediately realized that their little son Harald - Norway's towering, beloved king today - was the key to the Norwegian government's (and nation's) institutional survival and legitimacy, whatever would happen to Håkon and Olav.  Through her native Sweden, she got Harald and his 2 sisters to the Finnish port of Petsamo.  Here is a Washington Post writer's description of the drama:

"About 8:30 p.m., two cars and a baggage truck pulled up next to a ship that was berthed at a Finnish port called Petsamo, on the Barents Sea. The ship, called the American Legion, already was full to bursting, stuffed with more than 800 Americans and diplomatic evacuees eager to escape a Europe that was rapidly falling under the Nazi jackboot.

But they would have to make room for a few more: Norway's Crown Princess Martha, her daughters, Princess Ragnhild, 10, and Princess Astrid, 8, and 3-year-old Prince Harald, the heir to the Norwegian throne. When their caravan arrived, passengers on board the American Legion broke into cheers -- not least because it meant the ship finally could set sail.

About midnight the following evening, Capt. B.E. Torning gave the order to cast off. The ship moved slowly out of the fiord, then gingerly threaded its way through a series of minefields.

The United States was not yet involved in World War II, but the rescue of the crown princess was itself a provocation. Her husband, Crown Prince Olav, and father-in-law, King Haakon, had escaped to London to set up a government in exile. Hitler, it was suspected later, wanted the American Legion stopped in a remote part of the Arctic and its most famous passengers removed and brought back to Norway.

The American Legion escaped German clutches. Five hundred miles off the North American coast it was joined by two U.S. destroyers, a demonstration that the U.S. government still recognized the exiled royal family as the rulers of Norway. It arrived in New York on Aug. 28.

President Franklin Roosevelt himself had offered refuge to the royal family. They stayed briefly at his Hyde Park estate and then at the White House, before they settled into a Tudor-style mansion north of Bethesda, off a small road called the Rockville Pike."

 *****

Martha impressed everyone with her modesty, acute intelligence, and determination.  She and her family were the inspiration for President Roosevelt's "Look to Norway" speech citing the invasion of an innocent, nonaligned, neutral country, its heroic resistance to aggression, and its armed struggle for freedom from oppressive occupation.  America's admiration for her and for Norway may have been one factor in convincing Hitler there would be an Allied landing in Norway to liberate it, before there was one on continental Europe, and may be why such a large German garrison - when forces were needed elsewhere - was kept up here.

After the bitter surrender of their army in Norway, Norwegians served and fought on in the rest of the world - skillfully, determinedly, and effectively in their own Allied-equipped army, navy, and air force.  With his invasion, Hitler had pushed Norway's huge fleet of merchant ships openly into Allied service - many Norwegian seamen lost their lives.  And the Norwegian resistance and commandos scored what many consider to be the biggest, indeed strategic success of such operations of the war:  the destruction of the heavy water (for a nuclear bomb) plant and stocks in Telemark - the subject of the Hollywood movie, The Heroes of Telemark.

 *****

But regarding the invasion itself, thanks in part to the Quislings - a pro-Nazi "fifth column" in Norway - the Germans had a thorough knowledge of Norwegian units and mobilization centers and were able to prevent many if not most Norwegian army units from being activated with their heavy equipment.  Minefields had not been laid, and some coastal defense artillery positions were not manned in time.  Plus, there was early confusion about whether or not Norway was actually being invaded and by whom.  And then in many fjords on that day, 9Apr40, there was fog, further obstructing enemy identification.

(Earlier in 1940, the British destroyer Cossack had violated Norway's neutrality by apprehending the German supply ship Altmark in a Norwegian fjord and freeing captured British merchant sailors - incidentally convincing the Germans that Norway could not be trusted to enforce its neutrality.  Then too, there was a British plan for a "friendly" occupation of strategic Norway, which might have been fought by the Norwegians as well.)

Norway's tiny Army Air Service had only some British Gloster Gladiator biplane fighters operational - the uncrating and assembling of our American Curtiss Hawk 75s was too slow, them later ending up in the Finnish Air Force - but those few managed to shoot down 5 German aircraft before their airfields were taken by German paratroopers and the planes were forced to land at remote airfields.

And the battle for Norway has a special significance for Americans:  the death of our first military casualty of World War 2/II.  West Point (Class of 1929) graduate and U.S. Army Air Corps (pilot) Captain Robert Moffat Losey, a military attache, on 21Apr40 stepped out of the Dombås railroad tunnel to observe Luftwaffe bombing techniques and was killed when a small piece of bomb shrapnel pierced his heart.  Losey was a pilot and highly respected aeronautical meteorologist whose loss shocked the U.S. Army community.  Nazi Reichsmarschall Goering sent our USAAF General Hap Arnold a personal apology (futilely) attempting to quell our shock and anger.  And Hollywood filmmaker Frank Capra later included a brief account of Losey's death (at 8:30) in Divide and Conquer, the third episode of his officially approved documentary film series, Why We Fight.

To be continued, ....

Advice on Play of the Game:

Definitely play the Basic game first, and really that gives a sufficient feel for the decision-making the campaign compelled.  It is quite like chess, if you think of the parachute troops as piece- and terrain-hopping knights.  And as the British Army is fond of pointing out, the final war-ending battles are on land, not at sea or in the air (unless the atom bomb is included in that assessment).

Narvik is a nightmare for the Germans.  If 2 naval units are used to deposit 2 regiments in the 1st turn - there, or Harstad/Bardufoss as well -  then there will be one less sector taken in the south.  And it is unlikely Narvik can be held by even 2 regiments without reinforcement, while trying to march overland up to Narvik from Trondheim takes forever, as the Germans discovered.  However, taking the little airstrip at Hattfjellsdal and airlifting regiments there can shorten the trek.  Trying to land German reinforcements by sea in Narvik means a 50% loss rate, and that can be worse I have found.

Design Commentary:

I arrived in Norway to be father to my little son in August 2009 and in the very next month I requested through the Lørenskog Bibliotek (public library) the basic information I would need to design a game about the 1940 invasion of Norway.  And librarian Unni Berge of the Forsvars Museet (Defence Museum) in Akershus Festing (Fortress) in downtown Oslo - Norway's Pentagon - came through with exactly what I needed.

3 things delayed this design:  personal issues, the complexity of a land/sea/air combined operations campaign, and the creation/appearance of the beautiful Norwegian-designed card-driven boardgame Kampen om Norge in 2012.  However, I prefer simpler, more abstract/classic games for their playability and finally, after returning from vacation back in the States this year, I decided it was time for my own Norway game.

My design intent is to put the players in the positional and psychological situation of the original commanders, and in our first play-test game of 9Apr40:  Norge angrepet! my (native) Norwegian opponent did indeed experience the 9Apr40 shock and frustration, watching his unmobilized/Disrupted units on the board vanish with the lightning German seizure of their sectors/mobilization centers.

The game shows the power of (treacherous) surprise attack, especially when combined with defender unpreparedness - a cruel lesson.

I meanwhile want to remember some of those who bravely resisted the Nazi attack, as examples for the future, to deter repeating the tragedy (for Norwegians) of 1940.

The focus is on the Norwegian vs. German forces, with Allied naval forces - warships - generalized for playability, although I am including much more time-consuming individual naval miniatures battle resolution option for those who might want that.
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